The first Quick Clean
Product you never
have to put away
It attaches to your central vacuum system and hides in
cabinets, pantries, closets or under counters. Vroom is
always ready, willing and able to clean up daily messes in
the time it takes to grab, pull and retract.

Vroom packs up to 24’ of retractable
hose into a sleek, durable case no
more than three inches wide.
The attached tool caddy holds an
adjustable wand and combination
rug/floor tool so your cleaning
attachments are always close at
hand when you need them.
There When You Need It. With up to 24’ of retractable hose, Vroom
is never far from reach. The Vacuum Power Adjustment Knob allows
you to adjust how much cleaning power you need, while the Hose
Lock keeps the hose from retracting as you clean.
Quick Cleaning. Use Vroom to clean any dry mess on floors, in
drawers, on counters and anywhere else daily messes happen. From
pet hair to spilled cereal to broken glass, no mess is a match for
Vroom’s speed and convenience.
Retractable Hose. When you’re done vacuuming, the hose
automatically retracts and stays out of the way until you need it.
Easy and Convenient. Ergonomically designed grip, adjustable
vacuum power and automatic on/off make Vroom the most
convenient cleaning product around.

Every Room ... Even the Garage!

Cleaning convenience like you
could only find at a car wash
A handy garage-mounting bracket turns Vroom into a spacesaving necessity for easy cleaning of garages and cars. Just
reach up, pull down the handle and vacuum. The hose retracts
automatically when you’re done. Vroom brings central vacuum
power right where you need it—on car interiors, floors,
workbenches, around windows and doors. And, unlike other
cleaning supplies, you’ll always remember where you left it.
Car Interiors

Garage Floors

The Vroom Garage
Mounting Bracket
attaches with channel
brackets the same
way your automatic
door opener does.

Workbenches

Garage care kits and
additional accessories
available!
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